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I am impressed by the fact that in all the statements

made yesterday the importance of Global Negotiations

was recognized. However^there still appear to be differences

of perceptions as to how these negotiations should be organized.

The use of the expression "Global" implies that the

guiding consideration must be that of mutual benefit and

common interest of all countries and that the key issues

of international economic relations are closely interlinked

and must be addressed with full regards to their interrelationship.
7 v£vw»̂ tJL. <-A-l\ji,

HI •Ffp'T-pTirips—Q^—peirc

if—not removed,—by going- kaek—10 the basic principles and

objectives of ike? General Assembly resolution%7hich Was
f • •, 1 *̂'""'"' "'̂••—-• _„_

adopted unanimously. C .3 v — / *?/f '*

/|- The first point made by trie Assembly was the need
I

for a new system of international economic relations

based on the principle^ of equality and mutual benefit

and also the promotion.of the common interest of all

countries. /
/

The second point was' the need for comprehensive

and global solutions to promote the establishment

of such a new system.
/

The Assembly called for steady economic development, with

due regard to the development potential of developing

countries. '

The Assembly emphasized that Global negotiations must
; /

take place within the UN system which includes not only

the United Nations itself, but also agencies such as

-the World Bank, the IMF and the GATT, and also such

specialised/bodies as UNCTAD.

\- The resolution called for global negotiations to be
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conducted in a simultaneous manner so as to ensure

a coherent and integrated approach to the/issues

under negotiation.

- The Assembly agreed that the negotiations should include

major issues in the field of raw materials, energy, trade

development, money and finance. /

5

The Assembly futher agreed that the negotiations should

contribute to the solution ,of international economic

problems, within the framework of the restructuring of

international economic relations, and to steady global

economic development,/in particular the development of

developing countries'. This implied that the negotiations

should concern themselves both with short term and long

term problems, /that is both the cyclical and structural

problems.

Finally,the Assembly agreed that the negotiations should

not involve any interruption of, or have any adverse

upon, the negotiations in other United Nations

6rums but should reinforce and draw upon them.

principles and objectives

-Thc^-take into account the concerns of all and provide a

good basis for the launching of Global Negotiations,

?;*',;':.'.: spend to riiuch time arguing about how we shall' negotiate. Let us

- not forget that what we all/want is'to set a procesX7in motion. To that

end this meeting should fulfil? its major objective oy g/iving impetus



These areas of common ground—in particular this

acknowledgement of the reality of interdependence—underlined

the need for addressing global problems bilaterally,

s / regionally jin the U.N. SSxT/in the Specialized Agencies. In

this respect we examined questions of proce&s- as well as of

substance.. With respect to questions of process-, we had a

broad discussion of approaches to a proposed round of Global

Negotiations. Again there seemed many areas of common

ground. All were aware of the difficulties which had been

encountered in the preparations to launch Global Negotia-

tions and that fresh efforts had to be made. All implicitly

acknowledged the role of the United Nations while emphasizing
~fcj ̂-î HJî f

the competence, functions^ and (iAdependencj? of the Specialized

bodies as defined in the* Associationl!Agreements. Similarly

all understood that such a process should be aimed at positive

and meaningful results and that it should be conducted in

a non-confrontational and cooperative spirit.

Against this background, we, the Chairmen of this

Cancun Meeting,^recommend to the Secretary-General of the

United Nations, to convene, after appropriate consultations and

by the end of the year, an informal group to discuss prepara-

•-toons for an acceptable process of Global Negotiations in

circumstances offering the prospect of meaningful progress.

The Heads of Government undertook to keep in close touch in the
jV̂ rtv •'-'• •••'•'''.;•'!•

intervening period and to act through designated personal
i, ° '

representatives.
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TRADE

On the issue of Trade the discussion will probably center

around the effects which the present crisis have had on dampening

the growth of world trade. There is general agreement that

protectionism is a negative development and that an open trading

system should be preserved. But despite pledges to r_esist the

spread of protectionism the trend is towards an increase in

trade restrictions. I do not know how far you wish to expand on

this. The United States is placing a lot of emphasis on a

Ministerial meeting of the GATT to be convened for late in 1982
Vw*-"«̂ E*i.'— •-*..„_,*.'•" ••"*' -"•••-, ..•••.- •'••"'• — ~,-.; j;iv*«>.>_̂ .TOnsBT̂ .-__̂ .-»-»..r'̂ "

<<1 '̂--«««1" """"*"" — ~̂ -~~~,-.~.™m — „ -- ,̂ .̂ «.,«»«i=«™->™— ~— — w

but the developing countries may not wish to rely exclusively on

this. It has already been agreed that protectionism and structural

adjustment will be taken up in a sessional committee of the UNCTAD

Trade and development board in March next year.

\S You may decide not to intervene on this asoect of the problem
X I?' 3*\ -but— -yen- may- wish~»teo •'fe'oint ojat the slow progress made so far in

-!. _ - .——< ._ . . . - — ^

c,̂

negociating individual cotriticdity" agreements despite broad commitments

on the part of both developed and developing countries to the principal

of price stabilisation. A marked weakenirrĝ  of commodity prices and

earnings is a feature of the present crisis. Paster progress in

negociating commodity agreement^ can decidely be of help. The

negociating frame-work already exists in UNCTAD in the agreed
-

decision in Nairobi on the integrated program for commodities,

political imgetus towards ef-fective actions in this-.area

L^£Qm-€ajQ.cjjj3u«®eta ^elpr/parjt£Lcularly since ...the-jaew_JJS.__^ i, j _ .> ^ s_ __^^^ ^
a'dm-inis'tration is thought J^^&~±uke"warm on -commodity-a.greementg,»_7
The agreemen^E^onthe communfund should be welcome but tEe

• •"———^—— -^ratification process should be speeded up . The fund will^not

finance pricestabilisation agreements only. Its second window will
provide assistance for commodity "development". Seme— speajte3?s-—•

flta-y—a-lso-refer--=«»-~tOs compensa€bry financing of export earnings.

Proposals on this are aiso being prepared in UNCTAD for attention

by the committee on commodities next year .

ii
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Agreed therefore that there is no need for new or additional
institutions but to make better use of the existing ones

Agreed that the United Nations shall at the earliest possible

date engage in a new preparatory process, in which the frame-

work and the contents of a mutually acceptable process of

global negotiations shall be defined, taking into account the

above mentioned principles and inviting the specialised agen-

cies and other international organisations to contribute to

them within their generally recognized competence.



the questions of global negotiations.

In this context they

Recognized that development and economic cooperation is one
of the major problems of the world of today,

Recognized that the solution of this problem lies in the
interest of developing and industrialized countries alike

Recognized the need for a global and universal aproach to

problems of international cooperation an development,

Recognized that questions of development and economic coopera-

tion have a number of different aspects which are closely

interrelated

Recognized therefore that these aspects must be dealt with in

an interrelated manner

Recognized that such an integrated aproach does not exclude

dealing with these different aspects in separate fora

Recognized further that important questions of development

policies have to be decided by consensus

Noted that the North-South-Dialog came practically to a stand-

still during the last two years

Noted the need for new and fresh efforts in order to elaborate

a comprehensive policy for development and economic coopera-

tion in the world

Expressed the general view that the United Nations should at

the earliest possible moment begin to elaborate in cooperation

with the existing international institutions a comprehensive

policy for development and economic cooperation

Noted the existence of a number of regional organisations, specia-

lised agencies and other institutions dealing with development

problems as well as the overall responsibility of the United

Nations in this sphere

Noted further that the independence and integrity of the Specia-

lised Agencies and other international organisations have to

be preserved /



DIPS ROLE IN GLOBAL J2J NEGOTIATIONS RIETcGEE-SS STliE
PROM CANCUN S\ -

Cancun Oct 23 (ips) — The role of the Unit Gins Nations in 'the process
of global negotiations emerged strengthened//feaK tonight at the conlusion

of the 2-day Cancun summit here that has bTo^jttt 22 S^xsrotisnsxfrssDt
Eb3arE±23px together the highest representatives )f 14 developing countries
and 8 developed countries.—

After intense speculation regarding the leaders9' decision for following
up-this unprecedented'summits a final statement read by the two co-
chairmen, President jose-.lopez portillo of mexico? and prime minister
pdsrre elliot Arus trudeau of canadga ± ssEEr±Hfi made clear that the
United Nations should be the preferred venue of global negotiations.-

t T^Vi o Vi Ct o c\ c; r^^r ^\ 4"r3 -f-& DVI^ ^\-r\\Tt^ WITH on *i~^ TyT^frT"^^?—^'TTir3rww^^^Tif7rv"75"T3"'5ff'"4""v*cr3ri^T"T"^:—y "^' T r T ?̂.1^ *irj_^jLC iJ.Cd»V»ikp wJL i*J OcX Ot> drJ.Xl-l> \JTU V C-i. J JLI*-*v'X.i 0 A^A^JJ.^^jyj^ j^J_sr* Vfcr^- AfJ''-*-HJ-^ Higr*^J^JLj^t-"-tJj'r rv^l AJ V--f- C J^

, the statement read, 'confirmed the desirability of supporting at the
TOT a consensus to launch global negotiations on a basis to be mutually '
agreed 2£pa and in s±Eihi circumstancesloffering the yjcsp prospect of mean-
ingful progress with a sense of urgency.'-

Until tonight's statement was readf there had been cons-
iderable speculation that the SECS3i3±± leaders assembled here might have
initiated azss process preparatory to the launching of global negotia-
tions that would have compromised the UTT's role as laid out in General
Assembly resolution 34/138 which was accepted by consensus almost two
years ago. * The United States, which, in .the course of the past month,
has made clear its opposition to peparations for global negtiatiors at
the U.No, had proposed the creation of working groups by the states re-
presented here that would proceed informally in creating an agenda for
any eventual global negotiations „ Sii±s Theee groups
presumably have worked outside the U0TT0 system0-

clear rejection of .this procedure by the leaders assembled here
to further isolate Y/ashington ! s position.

BSl&*i.-:i^;£v™-*^^ , " -i , i j i . . j • -i ,ss?»*A.t first reading, observers here compared the statement given tonight
l&r-fs£*:&=iH-*-~'; -,r-: ••''••.*';.-•• • - • • . ^-.

.with that issued by the western industrial powers atB±±EsrsDt Ottawa

a closer reading of theiS document sl±EB5b£En2 discloses pofound
.and significant differences that tend to re-enforce the primacy of the
UK in any future pHSEssxsfegS: process relating to global negotiations0

SJfcKfccS ±^E2O3JI±XrJE2

That statement did not even mention saay the Mnijs United Nations
.and omitted any reference to 'the sense of urgency' with which global •
negotiations ??^^5r should be convened that v/as jnnztia included in to-

night's statement.-



On the contrary, the Ottawa statement expressed the willingne-cs of the
7 industrial countries 'to explore all avenues of-consultation and coop-
eration with developing countries in \vhatever forums may be appropriate 0'

Tonight'sspecific mention of the UN, which was £2X±±s=- re-iterated by
both co-chairmen in answer to queslons followong the reading of the
statement, standsin stark contrast to the direction pointed'to by Ottawa.-

An important difference between the two documents is that the Cancun
statement is simply a recitation of the observations made by the co-chairs
and not a final communique representing the views and policies of all the
countries accepted here. t Ottawa, on the.other hand, was an official com-
munique to which all jisi; participating countries m-:̂ ±sp±x are, in prin- .
ciple, bound. Thus, theSbc U0s0 zsxiiirtE:. can disassociate itself from this
statement.— " _

ndeed, a: the next sentence of the official statement released .here
tonight reads:: 'some countries insisted that. the competence of the
specialized ccgxHHssss agescies should not be affected" - the position
repeated incessantly by the U.S. in an effort to protect those agencies
effectively controlled by the Yvestz: the ILIP, the World Bank, and the
GATT.-

, the Jconditional language, including the reference to 'a basis

to be mutually sac agreed± and in circumstances offering the sj prospect
of meaningful progress1 ±s XS£±ES±TXE provides some EtexsKss protection to

(the U.S0 and is taken directly from the Ottav/a comm.uniq.uej. HSXZESZSSELH

But, i±gxi!a:g±:rt fo get inxaHS3EEEX±3SDcaxcp£Hadb±SKx the fact that the wording
Ezx±snigi!±±sx±EX on glbbal negotiations in tonight rs s±aE5 statement was
•very carefully drafted1, according to Trudeau and that it was described-
by him as a 'Esmjnsxlssx compromise text* £-3 TĈ ^^^±fe£xxtxxxg±gii:-c makes

it considerably moresignificant and

;.-s.---; compelling than axg an 'informal
1 observation by the two co-fichairs.-

slS?««v-.'- --: • • ..'••• • •

, -with- the TJ.N. role now vindicated, -it remains
: ..".the" next steps will be in.'EKssizngx implementing the global nego-

;̂£>tiationsf
 a point stressed by Trudeau in his closing yETKrado-v- remarks.

?®Î »This'?is':not an acceptance by the US,' he said,s 'of'the exact process
'*-'•'•• that was launched more than ay year ago (in the General assembly), and

that the wording itself reflects 'an inability to bring together those
who v/ant to go now along the lines H£x±3-̂ jĉ Eci2J2iiiiEEXsdjap±E.. „adopted by
the UN and those who wanted to start afresh.1 And, of course, the cond-

itional phrasing of 'mutual agree(ment)' raises major questions which
cannot be easily or quickly resolved.-

.,»•:.; But, in effectively isolating the U.S. and closing off alternatives
:•••-.'t. :that would circumvent the U.N. system, SteijfecH. ±fesx± tonight's statement



and the zascii talks leading up 'to it ± my have 'served to move the

question forward', as Trudeau stated tonight. And, although, he

added, the U.S0 hasEE± not a£reed to the ̂  ,exac

2 years ago *±*&S3aaazIsŝ  ,thore is a movement

n ^The United States Government has indicated a willingness to embark upon
this processo1- ^
(ends- j
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REUNION INTEBMACtONALSOBRE COOPERAC5ON Y DESARROLLO
REUNION INTERNATIONALE SUR LA COOPERATION ET LE D6VELOPPEMENT
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH
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SUMMARY BY THE CO-CHAIRMEN OF THE INTERNATIONAL

MEETING ON COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT



SUMMARY BY THE CO-CHAIRMEN OF THE INTERNATIONAL
MEETING ON COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

We, the Co-Chairmen, had the great honour to preside
over a meeting of Heads of State and Government designed to
focus on relationships between North and South, particularly
the serious economic problems confronting the international
community. The United Nations Secretary-General attended as
a special guest.

We strongly believe that the very fact that 22 leaders
from some of the world's most influential yet diverse countries
were prepared to come to Cancun and discuss these issues clearly
demonstrated the importance and gravity that they attached to
them. The North/South relationship was seen as one of the most
serious challenges to be faced in the coming decade, ranking
with and linked to the maintenance .of world peace, as a priority
for the attention of all governments.

The spirit which prevailed among us as we addressed
these fundamental issues was extremely constructive and positive.
It was clear from the outset that we were not here - indeed we
could not-be here - to take decisions on behalf of the rest of
the world. Our task was rather to bring our voices to bear at
the highest level on the fundamental issues, to identify the
major problems and to try to evaluate and promote possible solu-
tions. With this end in mind we spoke openly and frankly to one
"another and did not- try to evnde the hard issues. Nor did we
indulge in recrimination or casting of blame on others. We were
110 -̂̂ >oun'',.. ̂y traditional bureaucratic entanglements nor did we
frallow ourselves to be shackled by posturing or rhetoric. The
atmosphere throughout was receptive to new ideas and approaches
-.and a willingness to listen and understand. We believe that
-" .-i * •'- •• v.jj-- *•* - .•• ' -

together we succeeded in creating a spirit of genuine confidence
.ourselves.

Our task now will be to ensure that we build upon this
trust and understanding, carry this momentum forward into the
future and translate thought into action and progress with the
aim of revitalizing the world eccnotuy and accelerating the
development of developing countries. It is in this light that
Heads of State and Government were clearly determined to attack



the problems 0*1 an urgent basis in the international institu- .
tions existing for this purpose, and to continue to give thsir
persons! attention to this process.

Obviously there were differences of view expressed.
Among 22 very diverse nations it could not be expected that
interests would be identical or approaches necessarily the
same. But what struck us moat forcefully were the many areas
o£ shared priorities and of common ground. Thus, while
various roads were suggested to solve the problems facing us,
in virtually every case the basic objectives were shared by
all of us.

All participants recognized the importance of inter-
dependence in teras oi* the functioning of thsiir ecemotaies t
reflected in the fact that the economic prosperity of any
country or group of countries increasingly depends on the
existence of conditions for growth and stability in other
nations. They all appreciated that many of the economic
problems which beset them individually could only be solved
through joint action atacnig states and that in this sense there
was a high degree of stutual self-interest involved in promot-
ing closer international cooperation. There was a strongly
shared view that in the global community the probleas of
economic disparities among nations needed to be seen as the
responsibility of all and therefore required concerted action.
The view was expressed thatt in an increasingly integrated
world economy, no country or group of countries car» evade their
responsibilities. In this respect, regret was voiced about the
absence of the Soviet Unioa froa the Meeting.

- At the same time the importance of strengthening and
; increasing the effectiveness of cooperation among developing
ji..j,oun|:j.jies wae seen &g an element of growing significance in
?-''' *̂  ^

international relations. Many participants regretted the amount
of resources devoted to armaments which could be better employed

' purposes. •

*'*! t" ''was 'recognised that many of the problems were deep
and complex and not subject to quick or simplistic solutions.
With a long and difficult period ahead , leaders committed
themselves to wor&iag together to try to build an international
economic order in which all states would be able to realize their
potential with equal opportunities, and the developing countries
in particular would be able to grow and develop according to
their own values.



The Heads of State and Government confirmed the
desirability of supporting at the United Nations, with a
sense of urgency, a consensus to launch Global Negotiations
on a basis to be mutually agreed and in circumstances offer-
ing the prospect of meaningful progress, Some countries
insisted that the competence of the specialized agencies
should not be affected.

With respect to substance we focussed on what we
viewed as the major issues and the challenges facing the
world economy under the headings of: food security and
agricultural development; commodities, trade and industrializa-
tion, energy; and monetary and financial issues. Throughout
the Meeting the discussion was pragmatic and direct, touching
both on broad approaches and frequently on specific details.
These discussions made clear the political will of all
participants at Caneim to move forward and to take action.

Food Security and Agricultural Development

Discussions on this topic indicated several general
areas of understanding and shared viewpoints regarding the
following principal questions:

- -Persistent and widespread manifestations of hunger
are entirely incompatible with the leval of develop-
ment attained by the world economy and, in particular,
with existing food production capacity. Within as
brief & period as possible, hunger must be eradicated.
This objective is clearly an obligation of the
international community and constitutes a first
priority both at the national level and in the

/ f i e l d of international cooperation.

- Sustained and long-term internal effort on the part
of the developing countries to attain increasing self-

i. ,iC ' sufficiency in food production is. the basic element in
v>?';:y' obtaining a real answer to the problem of hunger.

Nevertheless, this effort requires timely and sufficient
international technical and financial support in coordina-
tion with internal policies and strategies.

First, developing countries should define and put into
operation, with the aid of ample and effective inter-
national support, national food strategies covering
the entire cycle of food production, productivity,
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distribution and consumption,, that include, effective
action for rural development, by means of increasing
incomes of food producers, which, paradoxically., are
the ones most affected by hunger.

Food aid should be seeix _as a temporary tool in
emergency situations. -Such situations could wall
continue to exist -perhaps unfortunately at an even
higher scale- ovar tla® next year 3 5 buc food aid should
not be used as a permanent replacement for the neces-
sary development of the required food production in
developing countries themselves.

The rate of population growth in some countries leads
to increases in food demand that are difficult to meet.

The experience of s certain nussbar of countries has
shown that development of a population policy aids in
solving soae of the most acute aspects of the food
problem.

The workings of international agricultural and food
organisations operating within the framework of the
United Nations need to be reviewed In order to avoid
duplication of work, to uss available resources isore
effectively and to improve their general el'ficiency.

A number of other points were mentioned during the course
of the debate. Among the mor-a important were the
following:

A long-term program geared to thp eradication of hunger
by the year 20OO should be prepared , including elements
of both internal effort and international cooperation.

A number of steps could be taken to inprove the
effectiveness of food security mechanisms. Among
these are the negoMation of a new international grains
agreement; coordination of national food reserves;
expansion of the International Emergency Food Reserve,
increasing the predictability and continuity of con-
tributions to it; establishment of reserves sufficient
to cover the.food security needs of developing countries,
especially the le.ast developed.
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£a_sk_f qrces could be seat from developed to
developing countries$ ia order to assist the
latter ia developing and implementing agricultural
programs and effectively disseminating high-
productivity agricultural techniques.

International trade conditions also exart & con-
siderable influence on the agricultural and food
situation of developing countries. Trade barriers
raised against agricultural products hinder the
growth of agricultural activity and the. achievement
of food security objectives.

The recent setting up of a "food facility3' within
the compensatory financing seherae in. the International
Monetary Fund constitutes an important step. In the
future„ however, it would ba necessary for the
resources allocated and the tertss of access to those
resources to be more compatible with the needs of
food-importing detraloping countries.

The International Fund for Agricultural Development
(IFAD) requires prompt replenishment of its resources
so that it saay continue its operations without
interruption.

Commodities, Trade and Industrialization

Participants addressed a range of problems under this
item.

Noting the slow progress in implementing the UHCTAD
Integrated Program for Comtaoditiee, particularly in
the negotiation of new commodity agreements, they
agreed on the need to complete procedures for bring-
ing the Common Fund into operation. Because earnings
from commodity exports are of fundamental importance
to the economic growth and stability of developing
countries, a range of possible approaches was ^_
suggested including more intensive efforts to
negotiate effective international agreements to
stabilise coiamodity prices, and other measures airaed
at stabilizing devslo_pisig country earnings from
commodity exports.
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The need to improve the Generalised System of
Preferences for developing countries was also
recognised, as well as the need for continued
efforts on the part of governments to resist
protectionist pressures.

Several participants noted the contribution which
the proposed CATT Ministerial Meeting in 1982 could
make to addressing trade problems of developing
countries, including barriers to trade in agriculture
and obstacles to the further processing of their raw
material exports.

A number of participants referred to the importance
of industrialization of developing countries and the
contribution which increased trade could make to this
objective. Restructuring of developed country in-
dustries was identified as being relevant to this
objective, as was a positive result from the renegotia-
tion of the Multiflbre Arrangement,

The need to help developing countries improve their
infrastructures, including transportation and storage
facilities, was also raised and a proposal for
mobilizing resources to this end was presented.

- It was recognised that energy is one of the key
probltiin areas of the 1980s that must be tackled
seriously and urgently. The problem was characterized

• • -• more as a global one than as purely a. North —South issue.
"*;'-..

vi^ order to ensure an orderly transition from the era
of hydro-carbons to the era of diversified energy

J
; . „.,., . sources, the proposal for a World Energy Plan as a

,̂ «̂ /̂:wĵ jr̂ X''«te*«!&'-fraineworic providing an overall approach covering this
• • complex process was_recalled and interest expressed
•:,:;;;0:;;;.;̂  -r .*-*...-- ±n j j. ; . '

_ - The potential contribution of regional energy coopera-
~ tion schemes was also pointed out in the discussion.

- It was also recognized that energy conservation must
be pursued by major oil-consuming countries. Develop-
ment of new ari"5 renewable sources of energy also required
emphasis, as was agreed at the recent Nairobi Conference.
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- Emphasized in the discussion was the serious problem
developing countries face in meeting their large
energy import bills which for many represent a good
part of their limited foreign exchange earnings.

- The need for increased energy -investment3 from both
private and official sources, in developing countries
was stressed. Support was expressed by many
participants for gxpandsd energy lending in developing
countries by the World Bank and, in this respect, the
establishment of an Energy Affiliate was advocated.

Some participants suggested the need for better exchange
of information between energy producing and consujaitig
countries in order to facilitate long-terra energy
planning.

Monetary and Financial Issuas

- Participants reviewed the financial difficulties being
experienced by developing countries with regard to their
balance of payments deficits, their debt service burden
and their development financing needs.

- They discussed conditions of access by developing
countries to the various sources of financing and the
role of the relevant multilateral institutions, in
particular the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank, in the light of the current economic and
financial problems facing developing countries.

•- Points raised by some participants in the discussion
*';,;' Included the impact of high interest rates, tha

creation and distribxition of liquidity and role of
........̂  the SDR as & main reserve asset and in financing

^development, IMF conditionally, the decision-making—,
process in the international financial institutions,"*
access to capital markets and the respective role of
private and official sources o<5 external capital in —
development financing.

Several suggestions were noted for improved
international financial cooperation.



INTERHATIOMAL TRADE

Outcome of the Tokyo Round of trade negotiations

In order to work toward a more liberal international trading

system, the countries participating in the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) have undertaken a number of "multilateral

trade negotiations" (MM) over the post-war period. The most_

recently completed series, the "Tokyo Round", resulted in agreement

on further tariff reductions - to be phased over much of the decade

of the 1930s - on a wide variety of goods. Potentially more

significant, however, the Tokyo Round also sought an improved

"framework" of rules and principles for the conduct of trade; in

particular, it agreed on several codes and established some new

committees to regulate practices with regard to non-tariff baxriers.

A few outstanding issues were left for further negotiation.

Reaction of developing countries to the Tokyo Round

The developing countries have expressed dissatisfaction with

the progress made within the framework of the GATT and with the

outcome of the Tokyo Round in particular. They have several areas

... of concern. First, as regards tariffs, they note that the level
•4 • •

of tariffs on exports of interest to the developing countries
- • • j . ;;,

<#,••'••>•.•*•••..' -..,-. >• , ,.- •, • i:j» • ^
remain above average. Moreover, tariffs are "escalated" so that -—

-: :• ,. • ~:

exports of manufactures and more processed goods usually face

.̂higher duties than exports of raw materials.
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A second area of concern is how the codes will be interpreted

as they come to be applied to individual cases. A related concern

is that it was not possible in the MTN to reach agreement on a

new "safeguard clause" (to update GAIT article XIX). This clause

was to have defined the circumstances in which a sharp increase in

imports would be deemed to threaten or to cause serious injury to

an industry, thereby justifying "escape" from GATI obligations and

sanctioning the imposition of import restrictions. Also at issue

was whether such restrictions could be imposed "selectively" against

specific countries or only in a "non-discriminatory" way. I/

Negotiations on the clause continue. Meanwhile, importing countries

which view themselves as threatened introduce "orderly marketing

arrangements", or bring bilateral pressure on their partners to apply

"voluntary export restraints".

I/ Industrialized countries generally favoured the right
••"-'? to unilateral, selective action with subsequent GATT review

(except Japan, a likely target, and the United States). The
,;,;,..• developing countries, while accepting "selectivity", tried to

limit the safeguard clause or to require prior GATT approval
:.:_,,,to invoke it. ? .



A third area of concern relates to the treatment of developing

countries in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. On the

one hand, the Tokyo Round formally incorporated the already widely

accepted principle of "differential and more favourable treatment"

for developing countries, a principal application of which is

"non-reciprocity" in multilateral tariff^reductions. Nevertheless,

in the view of some developed countries , certain of the more rapidly

growing developing country exporters of manufactures (sometimes

referred to as NICs or "newly industrializing countries") are

reaching a sufficiently advanced stage of industrialisation to accept

reciprocal GATT obligations more fully. 2/ At least two of the

Cancun participants, Brazil and Mexico, have strongly opposed

inclusion of this "graduation" concept, "both in the MEN and in

schemes under the "Generalized System of Preferences" (GSP). ̂ / ̂ /

2/ Basic GATT principles are "non-discrimination" in trade
barriers and "most favoured nation" benefits (those accorded the
latter are extended to all suppliers).

2/ Under the GSP, qualifying developing country products
-enter the developed countries at reduced tariff rates, although
the volume of such imports is controlled for "sensitive" goods.
The individual developed country schemes which comprise the GSP
we re being renewed for a second 10-year period with some improvements
but also with graduation clauses,; A worrisome portent is that in

EEC significantly increased the number of products
subject to restricted GSP benefits.

\J Mexico, however, is not a signatory to the GATT.



Current attitudes towards trade policies

It is also noteworthy- that the Tokyo Round ended as the

current international economic difficulties were becoming more

manifest and as pressures for greater protection intensified in

developed countries. There is fear that these pressures will

prevail, despite the "annual trade pledges" made in the OECD to

eschew such measures and despite OECD efforts to develop guidelines

for "positive adjustment" of industrial structures to reflect

changing "comparative advantage" (relative efficiency of countries

in producing different goods). Indeed, the European Commission,

for one, acknowledges that adjustment is difficult in times of

recession and unemployment and that "transitional measures" would

have to be negotiated. 5/ -^ order to give a fresh impulse to

trade negotiations in face of the potentially disruptive pressures,

it was proposed in GATT to convene a ministerial meeting in 1932,

a proposal which was welcomed by the Ottawa Summit communique.

-^- ̂  5/ •• ̂ hese include the "Multifibre Arrangement" (MFA) which has
limited textile exports from developing to developed countries
over the past two decades. The MFA, which is being renegotiated
this year in GATT, sets parameters for bilateral agreements between
textile importers and exporters.



COMMODITIES

Large fluctuations in the prices of certain, agricultural and

mineral commodities have led to widespread acceptance of selective

market regulation, particularly at the national level. But it has

also been reflected at the international level in, for example, the

adoption of the Integrated Programme for .Commodities (IPC) at

UHCTAD IV (1976). The IPC has two components: first, the

establishment of a Common Fund to assist in financing individual

buffer stocks ("first window") and to promote research, marketing,

and other aspects of commodity development ("second window");

and secondly, the negotiation of international agreements for

18 specified commodities, I/ including provisions for "buffer stocks"

to be bought and sold in the international market in order to help

stabilize prices.

. I/ The commodities are: bananas, bauxite, cocoa, coffee,
• --'copper, cotton and cotton yarns, hard fibres and products,
"iron ore, jute and products, manganese, meat, phosphates, rubber,
sugar, tea, tropical timber, tin, and vegetable oils, including
olive oil and oilseeds.

' • ,: t-
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Thus far, progress under the IPC has not met original

expectations. Although an Agreement Establishing the Common Fund

was reached in mid-1980, it provided a smaller financial base than

had been sought. It is currently in the process of signature and

ratification. 2_/ Concerning the individual commodities, one new

agreement has come provisionally into force (rubber); renewed

agreements on tin and cocoa were concluded but without the

participation of all major producers and consumers (for example,

the Ivory Coast and the United States in cocoa); negotiations on

jute and jute products stalled in May; and for other commodities,

work is still only at a preparatory stage.

The IPC includes among its international measures the

improvement and enlargement of compensatory financing facilities

for the stabilization of export earnings of developing countries.

^.; _ §/ As of 9 October̂ 1981, 62 States had signed, including
'»?'• "all participants at Cancun, except Algeria, Guyana, Ivory Coast,

Saudi Arabia and Yugoslavia. Twelve countries had ratified by
• •;,, --.the same date. The Agreement will, enter into force upon
"at""ratification, before Jl March 1982, by 90 countries accounting

for at least two-thirds of the directly contributed capital;
there is provision for extending the time-limit for ratification.
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Many commodities are subject to considerable variations in

supply caused by natural and other conditions. Furthermore, the

prices of some of them cannot be stabilized through buffer stock

arrangements because they are perishable or for other reasons.

Adequate loan finance for shortfalls in export revenues would -

therefore be an essential supplement to actions taken on the price

problem through the Common Fund and international commodity

arrangements. The European Community has been operating a

limited scheme of this kind (known as SIABEX) for certain

commodities for developing countries participating in the

Lome Convention. 3/

-*• £/ In contrast, the International Monetary Fund's Compensatory
Financing Facility makes loans for over-all export earnings
shortfalls, rather than for commodity-related shortfalls.


